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a b s t r a c t 

Background: Proline–glycine–proline (PGP) is a bioactive fragment of collagen generated by the ac- 

tion of matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) and prolylendopeptidase (PE), and capable of eliciting neu- 

trophil chemotaxis and epithelial remodelling. PGP is normally then degraded by leukotriene A 4 hydrolase 

(LTA 4 H) to limit inflammation and remodelling. This study hypothesized that early and persistent airway 

neutrophilia in Cystic Fibrosis (CF) may relate to abnormalities in the PGP pathway and sought to under- 

stand underlying mechanisms. 

Methods: Broncho-alveolar lavage (BAL) fluid was obtained from 38 CF (9 newborns and 29 older chil- 

dren) and 24 non-CF children. BAL cell differentials and levels of PGP, MMP-9, PE and LTA 4 H were as- 

sessed. 

Results: Whilst PGP was present in all but one of the older CF children tested, it was absent in non- 

CF controls and the vast majority of CF newborns. BAL levels of MMP-9 and PE were elevated in older 

children with CF relative to CF newborns and non-CF controls, correlating with airway neutrophilia and 

supportive of PGP generation. Furthermore, despite extracellular LTA 4 H commonly being greatly elevated 

concomitantly with inflammation to promote PGP degradation, this was not the case in CF children, po- 

tentially owing to degradation by neutrophil elastase. 

Conclusions: A striking imbalance between PGP-generating and -degrading enzymes enables PGP accu- 

mulation in CF children from early life and potentially supports airway neutrophilia. 

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of European Cystic Fibrosis Society. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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1. Introduction 

Neutrophils are critical components of the body’s immune re-

sponse to infection, but owing to the indiscriminate nature of their

products an over-exuberant or persistent neutrophilic inflamma-

tion is implicated in the pathologies of chronic airways diseases
∗ Corresponding author at: National Heart and Lung Institute, Imperial College 

London, London SW7 2AZ, United Kingdom 

E-mail address: robert.snelgrove@imperial.ac.uk (R.J. Snelgrove). 
1 These authors contributed equally. 
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( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
uch as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and cystic

brosis (CF). A protease-antiprotease imbalance is a hallmark of

hese diseases, whereby several matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs)

nd neutrophil elastase (NE) correlate with pathological changes.

roteases degrade components of the extracellular matrix (ECM),

isrupting tissue architecture and releasing ECM-derived chemoat-

ractant signals, termed ‘matrikines’, that perpetuate inflammation.

The tripeptide Proline-Glycine-Proline (PGP) is one such ma-

rikine [ 1 , 2 ], being a neutrophil chemoattractant derived from ECM

ollagen via the sequential enzymatic activity of specific matrix

etalloproteinases (MMPs) and prolylendopeptidase (PE) [ 3 ]. PGP
ibrosis Society. This is an open access article under the CC BY license. 
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an subsequently be chemically acetylated on its N-terminus (Ac-

GP), which functions to enhance its chemotactic potential [ 4 , 5 ].

ince neutrophils are a source of the proteases that generate PGP

t is anticipated that this pathway can drive a self-sustaining circle

f neutrophilic inflammation [ 6 ]. Accordingly, PGP/AcPGP is found

n patients with chronic airways diseases, correlating with disease

everity and supporting neutrophilic persistence [ 1 , 3 , 7 , 8 ]. More re-

ently, we have demonstrated PGP/AcPGP is also capable of directly

romoting proliferation and radial spreading of bronchial epithelial

ells, independent of its action on neutrophils [ 9 ]. PGP/AcPGP per-

istence was subsequently demonstrated to drive pathological ep-

thelial remodelling by augmenting epithelial hypertrophy and mu-

us hypersecretion [ 9 ], which are again hallmark feature of specific

hronic lung diseases. 

To limit PGP persistence, we identified an anti-inflammatory

athway whereby PGP is degraded during episodes of acute neu-

rophilic inflammation by the extracellular activity of the enzyme

eukotriene A 4 hydrolase (LTA 4 H) [ 4 ]. We demonstrated that this

egradation was critical to limit inflammation [ 10 ] and to prevent

athological epithelial remodelling [ 9 ]. LTA 4 H classically functions

ntracellularly to catalyse the generation of pro-inflammatory lipid

ediator leukotriene B 4 (LTB 4 ) [ 11 , 12 ]. LTB 4 can drive the recruit-

ent and activation of an array of cells including neutrophils and

s implicated in protection against micro-organisms but also in the

athology of multiple diseases [ 13 ]. Thus LTA 4 H represents a highly

nusual enzyme with opposing pro- and anti-inflammatory activi-

ies that dictate the amplitude and persistence of neutrophilic in-

ammation [ 14 ]. 

CF is a lethal genetic disorder caused by defective function of

he Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductance Regulator, which

redispose patients to infection, chronic airway inflammation and

irway remodelling. The airways of CF patients are thought to

ack inflammation at birth, but become inflamed and infected with

haracteristic pathogens early in life [ 15 ]. Neutrophils are a promi-

ent feature of CF airway inflammation, with numbers and activity

xhibiting an inverse relationship with lung function [ 16–18 ]. We

ypothesized that PGP could support neutrophilic inflammation in

arly life CF as a consequence of an aberrant LTA 4 H-PGP path-

ay. We subsequently demonstrate that BAL fluid in children with

stablished CF contains PGP, correlating with neutrophilic inflam-

ation, as a consequence of a striking imbalance between PGP-

enerating and –degrading enzymes, with the latter targeted for

roteolytic degradation in the CF lung. 
able 1 

emographics of CF and control children undergoing bronchoscopy. 

Non-CF control (n = 24) 

Male: Female 

(%) 

33: 67 

Age, years 6.5 (10.6) 

CFTR genotype 

(n) 

ND 

Indication for 

bronchoscopy 

(n) 

Stridor (n = 4); Recurrent croup (n = 3); Broncho/Laryngomalacia (n

Haemoptysis (n = 4); Persistent dry cough (n = 2); Barking cough (

Vascular ring (n = 1); Recurrent chest infections (n = 1); Breathing

difficulties (n = 2) 

Culture positive 

(%) 

33% 

Pathogens in 

BAL fluid 

Bacteria 

P. aeruginosa (n = 1) 

S. aureus (n = 5) 

Other (n = 3) 

ata presented as median value (IQR) unless otherwise stated. 

AL, bronchoalveolar lavage; RSISP, routine screened infant surveillance program; CC, bron
. Methods 

.1. Subjects 

Samples were obtained from patients undergoing clinically-

ndicated fibreoptic bronchoscopy, as previously described [ 19 ], in

he Pediatric department of the Royal Brompton Hospital. BAL fluid

as processed as described previously [ 20 ] and stored for research

nce all clinical tests had been undertaken. CF had been diagnosed

n conventional criteria [ 21 ]. CFTR genotyping had been under-

aken as part of clinical diagnosis by the local screening genet-

cs centres. Those in the ‘routine screened infant surveillance pro-

ramme’ (RSISP)-CF group had all been diagnosed as part of the UK

ewborn Screening programme and were undergoing the Centre’s

outine surveillance investigations scheduled for around 4 months

f life; the ‘clinical concern’ (CC)-CF group comprised of patients

lder than 4 months who were having a bronchoscopy because of

linical deterioration; this was a mix of medium-term concerns

nd acute (symptomatic) exacerbation, but as there was substan-

ial overlap between these groups, further subdivision has not been

ndertaken. Indications for bronchoscopy within the non-CF con-

rols were as defined in Table 1 . Microbiological culture status was

rospectively defined as positive if any airway sample grew bac-

eria or fungi at the time of the bronchoscopy or in the previous

wo weeks. Data were not available for viral detection. Spirometric

ata were collected, where available, from the CF annual assess-

ents for the 5 years following bronchoscopy; in our centre, these

easurements are only made on children from around 5 years of

ge. The research project was approved by the Royal Brompton

 Harefield Research Ethics Committee and the institution’s Res-

iratory Biomedical Research Unit under project 10/H0504/9. All

arents gave informed consent; age-appropriate assent was also

ought. 

.2. Protease quantification and activity 

The concentration of MMP-9 (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN),

E (MyBiosource, San Diego, CA, USA) and LTA 4 H (USCN Life Sci-

nce, Hubei, PRC) in BAL fluid was measured using an ELISA, ac-

ording to the manufacturer’s directions. BAL fluid MMP-9 activ-

ty was determined by Fluorokine E kit (R&D Systems, Minneapo-

is, MN), and NE activity by a Fluorometric assay kit (Abcam,

ambridge, UK), according to the manufacturer’s directions. 
RSISP-CF (n = 9) CC-CF (n = 29) 

50: 50 45: 55 

0.3 (0.2) 11.9 (5.8) 

�F 508 / �F 508 = 5 �F 508 / 

Other = 3 Other / Other = 1 

�F 508 / �F 508 = 16 �F 508 / 

Other = 10 Other / Other = 1 

Unknown = 2 

 = 6); 

n = 1); 

 

Routine surveillance as part 

of newborn screening 

programme 

Clinical deterioration or loss of lung 

function 

11% 79% 

Bacteria 

P.aeruginosa (n = 1) 

Bacteria P. aeruginosa (n = 12) S. 

aureus (n = 5) Other (n = 4) Fungi A. 

fumigatus (n = 12) C. albicans (n = 4) 

choscopy for clinical concern; ND, not determined. 
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Table 2 

Total and differential inflammatory cell counts in bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) fluid. 

Non-CF control 

(n = 24) 

RSISP-CF 

(n = 9) CC-CF (n = 29) 

Absolute cells x10 3 (/ml) 270 (235) 386 (453.8) 976.5 (2516.3) ∗∗

Macrophages (%) 87 (20) 82.5 (16.1) 49.7 (60) ∗∗∗^ 
Macrophages x10 3 (/ml) 158.4 (145.7) 428.6 (337.4) 191.1 (387.7) 

Neutrophils (%) 1 (5.7) 11.2 (23.7) 44.7 (56.4) ∗∗^ 
Neutrophils x10 3 (/ml) 3.3 (29.8) 57.7 (101.1) 528 (1755.1) ∗∗∗^ 
Eosinophils (%) 0.3 (0.3) 0.3 (0.7) 0.9 (4) ∗

Eosinophils x10 3 (/ml) 0.2 (1) 1.9 (3.1) 17.9 (31.2) ∗∗

Lymphocytes (%) 3.3 (8.7) 6 (7.2) 1.7 (5.3) 

Lymphocytes x10 3 (/ml) 7.3 (17.5) 33 (43.4) 30.8 (49.6) 

Data presented as median value (IQR) unless otherwise stated. 

Statistical significance between groups was tested using a Kruskal-Wallis test fol- 

lowed by a Dunns post-test. ∗ = between non-CF controls vs CC children ( ∗ ≤0.05; 
∗∗ ≤0.01; ∗∗∗ ≤0.001); ̂  = between RSISP vs CC children ( ̂ ≤0.05). 
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2.3. Interleukin-8 (IL-8) quantification 

The concentration of IL-8 in BAL fluid was measured using an

ELISA, according to the manufacturer’s directions (R&D Systems,

Minneapolis, MN). 

2.4. LTB 4 quantification 

The concentration of LTB 4 in BAL fluid was assayed using an

ELISA, according to manufacturer’s directions (R&D systems, Min-

neapolis, MN). 

2.5. PGP interrogation 

BAL fluid concentrations of PGP/AcPGP were determined by

liquid chromatography-electrospray ionization-tandem mass spec-

trometry (ESI-LC/MS/MS), as previously described [ 10 ]. To ascer-

tain the PGP-degrading activity of BAL fluid, it was incubated with

0.4 mM PGP at 37 °C in 5% CO 2 for varying periods of time. Degra-

dation was subsequently calculated my enumeration of loss of pep-

tide by ESI-LC/MS/MS and release of free proline and its ensuing

reaction with Ninhydrin, as previously described [ 10 ] (additional

details provided in an online data supplement). 

2.6. LTA 4 H degradation by NE 

Recombinant human LTA 4 H (final concentration 20-100 μg/ml;

Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, USA) and NE (final concentration

20-100 μg/ml; Abcam, Cambridge, UK) were incubated alone or in

combination in a final volume of 100 μl PBS at 37 °C in 5% CO 2 

for 2 h and LTA 4 H protein levels determined via Coomassie stain-

ing of gels and Western blot. Ensuing LTA 4 H PGP-degrading activ-

ity was assessed by ESI-LC/MS/MS and generation of free proline

as described above (additional details provided in an online data

supplement). 

2.7. Statistical analysis 

There were no previous data to inform a power calculation, so

group size is opportunistic based on availability of samples. For

nonparametric data, shown as median (IQR), between-group com-

parisons were performed with a Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a

Dunns post-test. Associations were tested by Spearman rank corre-

lation. 

3. Results 

3.1. Patient demographics 

BAL fluid was analysed from 62 children: 24 non-CF controls,

29 in the CC-CF group and 9 in the RSISP-CF group ( Table 1 ). In-

dications for bronchoscopy within the non-CF controls were as de-

fined in Table 1 . Of the non-CF controls, 8 were culture positive ( P.

aeruginosa (n = 1); M. catarrhails (n = 1); coliforms (n = 1); S. au-

reus (n = 4); H. influenzae and S. pneumoniae (n = 1)). The major-

ity of the CC-CF group (23/29, 79% patients) were culture positive.

The RSISP-CF group were culture negative (n = 8, 89%) with the ex-

ception of one child who was culture positive for P. aeruginosa.

( Table 1 ). Accordingly, this cohort of patients provided an excellent

opportunity to retrospectively assess the effect of infection and CF

status, alone and in combination, upon the PGP pathway. 18 (62%)

CC-CF patients had spirometry available from the annual assess-

ment within the year following bronchoscopy (mean (SD) % pre-

dicted FEV 1 = 73.4 (17.2); mean (SD) % predicted FVC = 83.5 (16.1)).

21 (72%) CC-CF patients had at least 3 annual spirometry values

during the 5 years following bronchoscopy, enabling annual change

in FEV to be calculated. 
1 
.2. Elevated neutrophilic inflammation in the BAL fluid of CC-CF 

hildren 

BAL absolute cell counts and differentials were available re-

pectively in 19 (79%) and 23 (96%) of the non-CF controls, 20

69%) of CC-CF patients and 8 (89%) of the RSISP-CF patients

 Table 2 ). As expected, BAL fluid from the CC-CF group con-

ained more neutrophils than non-CF controls and RSISP-CF pa-

ients ( Table 2 ). Whilst macrophages were prominent component

f the infiltrate in the BAL fluid of all children, total numbers

ere not significantly different between groups. Numbers of lym-

hocytes and eosinophils were modest but a greater number of

osinophils were present in the CC-CF group versus non-CF con-

rols. No statistically significant differences were observed between

on-CF controls and RSISP-CF patients in total numbers of any cell

opulation. 

.3. PGP is elevated in the BAL fluid of CC-CF children 

BAL fluid PGP levels were below the lower limit of detection in

3 of the 24 (96%) non-CF control patients with the remaining pa-

ient having very low levels of the peptide (0.27 ng/ml; Fig. 1 A).

his patient was culture-positive for P. aeruginosa (though it is

oteworthy that the 7 other non-CF control patients who were

ulture-positive for other organisms lacked PGP). Conversely, all

ut one of the CC-CF patients tested contained PGP in their BAL

uid above our threshold of detection with a median value (IQR) of

.15 ng/ml (2.57 ng/ml) ( Fig. 1 A). Within this group, culture status

ad no significant impact on the levels of PGP, and no significant

ifference was detected in PGP levels in CC-CF children that were

ulture positive for P. aeruginosa versus those culture positive for

ther bacteria. PGP levels were below the lower limit of detection

n the majority of RSISP-CF patients (89%) with the exception be-

ng the single culture-positive infant ( P. aeruginosa ) in whom sub-

tantial quantities of the peptide were detected (3.0 ng/ml). For

he cohort overall, a positive correlation was observed between

GP concentration and neutrophil numbers ( Fig. 1 B). Whilst the

oncentration of IL-8 was significantly elevated in the BALF of

he CC-CF group relative to the RSISP-CF and non-CF control pa-

ients ( Fig. 1 C), the separation was not as striking as observed

ith PGP, highlighting the potential of PGP as a potential sever-

ty biomarker for the former group. From the limited spirometric

ata available, PGP concentrations did not show a significant rela-

ionship with % predicted FEV 1 in the year following bronchoscopy.

dditionally, no significant correlation was observed between PGP

oncentration and slope of FEV 1 decline during 5 years post bron-

hoscopy. No AcPGP was detectable in any of these pediatric

amples. 
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Fig. 1. The neutrophil matrikine PGP is elevated in the BAL fluid of older children 

with CF. (A) Levels of PGP peptide in the BAL fluid of non-CF controls (n = 24), 

RSISP-CF children (n = 9) and CC-CF children (n = 25), as determined by LC-MS/MS. 

(B) Correlation between levels of BAL fluid PGP and airway neutrophils (n = 37: 16 

non-CF, 7 RSISP-CF, 14 CC-CF). (C) Levels of IL-8 in the BAL fluid of non-CF controls 

(n = 23), RSISP-CF children (n = 9) and CC-CF children (n = 28), as determined 

by ELISA. Closed symbols represent patients that were culture negative and open 

symbols patients that were culture positive. The horizontal bar depicts the median 

of each group. Statistical significance between groups was tested using a Kruskal- 

Wallis test followed by a Dunns post-test and correlation analysis was performed 

using Spearman rank test. ∗ = P < .05; ∗∗ = P < .01; ∗∗∗ = P < .001. RSISP, routine 

screened infant surveillance program; CC, bronchoscopy for clinical concern; CF = 

Cystic Fibrosis. 
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Fig. 2. Elevated PGP-generating enzymes in the BAL fluid of older children with CF. 

Levels of total MMP-9 (A; n = 24 non-CF, 9 RSISP-CF, 29 CC-CF) and active MMP-9 

(B; n = 22 non-CF, 9 RSISP-CF, 28 CC-CF) and PE (C; n = 24 non-CF, 9 RSISP-CF, 29 

CC-CF) in the BAL fluid. Closed symbols represent patients that were culture neg- 

ative and open symbols patients that were culture positive. The horizontal bar de- 

picts the median of each group. Statistical significance between groups was tested 

using a Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a Dunns post-test. ∗ = P < .05; ∗∗ = P < 

.01; ∗∗∗ = P < .001. RSISP, routine screened infant surveillance program; CC, bron- 

choscopy for clinical concern; CF = Cystic Fibrosis. 
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.4. Elevated PGP-generating enzymes in the BAL fluid of CC-CF 

hildren 

Levels of total ( Fig. 2 A) and active ( Fig. 2 B) MMP-9 were signif-

cantly elevated in CC-CF group compared to RSISP-CF patients and

on-CF controls. In this CC-CF group, MMP-9 levels were also sig-

ificantly higher in the culture positive than culture negative pa-

ients. In the entire cohort, there was a strong correlation between

MP-9 and airway neutrophilia (Supplementary Fig. 1A). Levels of

E showed a similar pattern to MMP-9, being significantly raised
n CC-CF patients versus non-CF controls ( Fig. 2 C), demonstrating

rends towards higher levels in the presence of infection and a

elationship with neutrophilia (Supplementary Fig. 1B). It is per-

inent that the one RSISP-CF patient that presented with BAL fluid

GP also had particularly pronounced PE levels ( Fig. 2 C). Whilst

MP-9 and PE levels correlated with PGP levels (Supplementary

ig. 1C and D), there were some non-CF control and RSISP-CF chil-

ren that lacked PGP whilst possessing greater levels of MMP-9/PE

han some CC-CF children. This suggests that elevated MMP-9/PE

lone is insufficient to account for the striking augmentation in

GP levels observed in CC-CF children. 
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Fig. 3. Neutrophil elastase can cleave LTA 4 H, abrogating its PGP-degrading activity. (A) Levels of LTA 4 H in the BAL fluid of non-CF controls (n = 24), RSISP-CF patients (n 

= 9) and CC-CF patients (n = 29), as determined by ELISA. (B) NE activity in the BAL fluid of non-CF controls (n = 23), RSISP-CF patients (n = 7) CC-CF patients (n = 20), 

as determined by fluorometric assay. (C-E) Recombinant LTA 4 H was co-incubated with recombinant neutrophil elastase (NE) for 2 h at 37 °C and cleavage of LTA 4 H assessed 

by Coomassie stained gel (C) and Western blot (D). (E) Recombinant LTA 4 H was co-incubated with recombinant NE for 2 h at 37 °C and capacity of LTA 4 H to degrade PGP 

subsequently determined by incubation with the peptide for 2 h and assessing PGP degradation by LC-MS/MS. (F) Correlation between levels of active MMP-9 and NE activity 

in the BAL fluid (n = 46: 22 non-CF, 7 RSISP-CF, 17 CC-CF). (G) Correlation between levels of PGP and NE activity in the BAL fluid (n = 50: 23 non-CF, 7 RSISP-CF, 20 CC-CF). 

Closed symbols represent patients that were culture negative and open symbols patients that were culture positive. For (A and B) the horizontal bar depicts the median 

of each group. Statistical significance between groups was tested using a Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a Dunns post-test and correlation analysis was performed using 

Spearman rank test. ∗ = P < .05; ∗∗ = P < .01; ∗∗∗ = P < .001. RSISP, routine screened infant surveillance program; CC, bronchoscopy for clinical concern; CF = Cystic 

Fibrosis. 
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3.5. Reduced levels of extracellular LTA 4 H in the BAL fluid of CC-CF 

children 

PGP persistence is a function of the relative activities of MMP-

9/PE versus LTA 4 H. Extracellular LTA 4 H levels are substantially ele-

vated during inflammatory episodes concomitant with MMP-9 and

PE to ensure that PGP is efficiently degraded [ 4 , 9 , 10 ]. However,

counter to expectations, CC-CF patients displayed comparable or
ven reduced levels of LTA 4 H in their BAL fluid relative to the non-

F controls ( Fig. 3 A). It is therefore feasible that the relative loss

f LTA 4 H contributes to the PGP accumulation in older CF children.

E is a prominent protease implicated in the pathology of CF lung

isease, and analysis of the LTA 4 H protein sequence revealed mul-

iple potential NE cleavage sites. Accordingly, NE activity was sig-

ificantly elevated in the CC-CF children ( Fig. 3 B). Incubation of

ecombinant LTA 4 H with recombinant active NE resulted in loss
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Fig. 4. An imbalance between PGP-generating and -degrading enzymes permits PGP accumulation in CF children. Ratio of [MMP-9]/[LTA 4 H] (A) or [PE]/[LTA 4 H] (B) in the 

BAL fluid of non-CF controls (n = 24), RSISP-CF patients (n = 9) and CC-CF patients (n = 27), as determined by ELISA. (C) Correlation between the ratio of [MMP-9]/[LTA 4 H] 

versus [PGP] or (D) between the ratio of [PE]/[LTA 4 H] versus PGP (n = 56: 24 non-CF, 9 RSISP-CF, 23 CC-CF). Closed symbols represent patients that were culture negative 

and open symbols patients that were culture positive. For (A and B) the horizontal bar depicts the median of each group. Statistical significance between groups was tested 

using a Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a Dunns post-test and correlation analysis was performed using Spearman rank test. ∗ = P < .05; ∗∗ = P < .01; ∗∗∗ = P < .001. RSISP, 

routine screened infant surveillance program; CC, bronchoscopy for clinical concern; CF = Cystic Fibrosis. 
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f LTA 4 H protein, as adjudged by Coomassie stained gel ( Fig. 3 C)

nd Western blot ( Fig. 3 D), and enzymatic PGP-degrading activity

 Fig. 3 E). It has recently been demonstrated that NE can activate

MP-9 [ 22 ] and could thus further perpetuate the PGP cycle of

nflammation. Accordingly, levels of active MMP-9 correlated with

E activity ( Fig. 3 F). Thus NE activity, a surrogate marker for lung

isease severity in CF children, can activate PGP-generating MMP-9

nd destroy PGP-degrading LTA 4 H. Consequently, a significant cor-

elation is observed between NE activity and PGP levels ( Fig. 3 G). 

Whilst PGP degradation is mediated by the aminopeptidase ac-

ivity of LTA 4 H in an extracellular environment, LTB 4 is generated

ntracellularly by the epoxide hydrolase activity of LTA 4 H. Clearly,

nly extracellular LTA 4 H would be liable to neutrophil elastase

egradation as seen in the CC-CF children, with the intracellular

nzyme still capable of generating LTB 4 . Accordingly, we report el-

vated LTB 4 levels in the BAL fluid of CC-CF children (Supplemen-

ary Fig. 2A). 

.6. An imbalance between PGP-generating and -degrading enzymes 

ermits PGP accumulation in children with CF 

We rationalized that the relative amounts of PGP-generating

nd –degrading enzymes in each child ultimately defined the level

f PGP able to persist. When the ratio of total or active MMP-9

o extracellular LTA 4 H levels/activity was determined, there was

 clear and striking augmentation in the CC-CF children relative

o non-CF controls and RSISP-CF patients ( Fig. 4 A; Supplementary

ig. 3A and B), rationalizing the clear separation in levels of PGP

etween the groups of children. When expressing the ratio of PE

o LTA H levels/activity there was once again the same clear dis-
4 
inction between groups ( Fig. 4 B; Supplementary Fig. 3C). It is

oteworthy that the one RSISP-CF patient that was culture posi-

ive ( P. aeruginosa ) and possessed comparable levels of PGP rela-

ive to the older CC-CF children, also presented with a comparable

E: LTA 4 H ratio. Thus children that displayed a marked imbalance

n the relative levels of PGP-generating to PGP-degrading enzymes

ere those that possessed PGP. Indeed, a strong positive correla-

ion is observed when comparing the MMP-9: LTA 4 H ratio to PGP

 Fig. 4 C) or the PE: LTA 4 H ratio to PGP ( Fig. 4 D). 

. Discussion 

Characteristic features of CF airways disease are chronic infec-

ion and the predominance of neutrophils in the airway lumen,

hich ultimately drive tissue damage and disease progression

 23–26 ]. Within weeks of birth some CF infants have been reported

o present with infection and inflammation [ 25 , 27–29 ] and by ado-

escence inflammation and infection are uniformly present even in

he absence of symptoms [ 30 ]. Debate continues as to whether the

nflammation arises in response to infection or whether the CF air-

ay is intrinsically pro-inflammatory. In this study, we questioned

hether PGP could support neutrophilic inflammation in children

ith CF, including newborn infants without current or prior de-

ectable infection. 

We report that the vast majority of older children with CF (CC-

F) have substantial quantities of PGP in their BAL fluid, which

orrelated with the elevated neutrophil numbers in this popula-

ion. Conversely, non-CF controls were largely devoid of BAL PGP,

ven though some were culture positive and presented with neu-

rophilia - supportive of the notion that PGP is normally efficiently
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degraded to limit neutrophilic inflammation and only accumulates

in chronic diseases when this system fails [ 4 , 10 ]. PGP was below

the limit of detection in the vast majority of newborn children

with CF (RSISP-CF). Thus it would appear that the augmented PGP

levels observed in the CC-CF group are not intrinsic to CF sta-

tus but are instead acquired with disease progression. Intriguingly,

the one RSISP-CF patient that was culture-positive displayed sub-

stantial quantities of the peptide. Despite small sample sizes, it

is appealing to speculate that a combination of CF status and in-

fectious insult is required to initiate PGP accumulation. In older

children with CF, current culture status may be only partially rel-

evant since they will have likely previously experienced multiple

infective “triggers” leading to PGP accumulation and ensuing self-

propagating cycle of neutrophilic inflammation. 

A pertinent question is how PGP is able to accumulate in CC-CF

children. We report that levels of PGP-generating enzymes MMP-

9 and PE are elevated in the CC-CF group relative to non-CF con-

trols and RSISP-CF patients. Levels of these enzymes were generally

higher in children that were culture positive, potentially indica-

tive of the greater neutrophilic infiltrate [ 4 , 10 ]. It is noteworthy,

however, that release of PE from airway epithelia has also been

reported in response to TLR4 stimulation via exosomes and that

CF subjects colonized with P. aeruginosa demonstrate elevated exo-

some PE content [ 31 ] – potentially rationalizing the elevated levels

of this enzyme with infection. Whilst MMP-9/PE levels were ele-

vated in CC-CF patients, there are some non-CF control children

that lacked PGP whilst possessing greater neutrophil numbers and

levels of MMP-9/PE than some in the CC-CF group. This suggests

that elevated MMP-9/PE alone was insufficient to drive PGP accu-

mulation in CF children. 

Extracellular LTA 4 H levels are normally augmented with neu-

trophilic inflammation concomitantly with MMP-9/PE to ensure

PGP is efficiently degraded [ 4 , 9 , 10 ]. Whilst one would envisage that

extracellular LTA 4 H levels should therefore be substantially higher

in CC-CF children, this was not the case and levels were generally

very low. NE is a protease that is most prominently implicated in

the pathology of CF lung disease and a surrogate marker of dis-

ease severity in children with CF [ 32–36 ]. We demonstrate that NE

can degrade LTA 4 H, abrogating its activity. Accordingly NE activity

was augmented in CC-CF children, supportive of the notion that

it may contribute to the loss of LTA 4 H in these patients. We have

previously demonstrated that PGP not only drives neutrophil re-

cruitment but also promotes neutrophil NE release [ 6 , 10 ]. In light

of current findings, this would result in degradation of extracel-

lular LTA 4 H, prevention of PGP degradation and would re-enforce

the whole vicious cycle of protease/matrikine driven inflammation.

Furthermore, it has recently been demonstrated that NE can acti-

vate MMP-9 [ 22 ] thus further perpetuating this PGP cycle. 

It would seem that PGP is able to accumulate in older chil-

dren with CF as a consequence of elevated PGP-generating en-

zymes and a synchronized reduction in PGP-degrading LTA 4 H to

in essence create the perfect storm. Accordingly, MMP-9: LTA 4 H

or PE: LTA 4 H ratios were substantially greater in this CC-CF group

than any other children and correlated strongly with PGP levels.

The one exception being the one RSISP-CF patient that was cul-

ture positive and presented with substantial quantities of PGP –

this infant showed a spike in PGP- displayed MMP-9: LTA 4 H and

PE: LTA 4 H ratios more in keeping with the older CF children that

also possessed PGP. Thus we would speculate that CFTR dysfunc-

tion is not directly driving the PGP accumulation observed in the

CC-CF children, but rather that the persistent inflammation and

infectious insults in the CF airways creates an environment that

subverts the PGP pathway. Specifically, elevated NE levels in the

CF airways destroys extracellular LTA 4 H, and thus when infections

spike neutrophilic inflammation and release of PGP-generating en-

zymes, the liberated PGP cannot be efficiently degraded. Accumu-
ated PGP would subsequently function to exacerbate inflammation

y perpetuating a vicious circle of neutrophilic inflammation. We

ave previously demonstrated that a failure of LTA 4 H to degrade

GP in response to a normally self-limiting pulmonary bacterial in-

ection, resulted in a greater neutrophilic exacerbation [ 4 , 10 ]. We

peculate that this is essentially what is occurring in the CF lung

hereby the LTA 4 H system is defective and thus upon infectious

hallenge, PGP generation spikes but the peptide is unable to be

fficiently degraded. Recently, we have demonstrated in a mouse

odel of allergic airways disease that a failure to degrade PGP

irectly, and independently of its action on neutrophils, elicited

athological epithelial remodelling and mucus hypersecretion [ 9 ].

iven that structural airway wall changes are a hallmark feature of

F that begin in early life [ 37 ], then it is tempting to speculate that

GP could potentially be an instigator of this remodelling. 

Whilst PGP degradation is mediated by the aminopeptidase ac-

ivity of LTA 4 H in an extracellular environment, LTB 4 is generated

ntracellularly by the epoxide hydrolase activity of LTA 4 H. Clearly,

nly extracellular LTA 4 H would be liable to neutrophil elastase

egradation as seen in the CC-CF children, with the intracellular

nzyme still capable of generating LTB 4 . Accordingly, we report el-

vated LTB 4 levels in the BAL fluid of CC-CF children. Thus within

his CC-CF group, the pro-inflammatory activity of LTA 4 H is func-

ional but its anti-inflammatory activity is not, enabling accumu-

ation of both LTB 4 and PGP. Our findings are in agreement with

revious studies describing increased LTB 4 levels in CF airways

 38 ]. Furthermore, the levels of pro-resolving eicosanoid lipoxin A 4 

LXA 4 ) are reduced in CF lung disease owing to reduced expres-

ion of the enzyme 15-lipoxygenase, giving rise to a LTB 4 /LXA 4 

atio that favours inflammation and impedes resolution [ 39 , 40 ].

eltaxsys have looked to ameliorate LTB 4 -driven inflammation in

F through administration of their LTA 4 H inhibitor, Acebilustat. En-

ouragingly, this resulted in a modest reduction in CF exacerba-

ions in a recent phase IIb trial. It could be argued that Acebilu-

tat would inadvertently lead to PGP accumulation, which in turn

ould mask some of the benefits of ameliorating LTB 4 -driven in-

ammation [ 41 ]. However, our current study demonstrates that

GP degradation by LTA 4 H is already aberrant in CC-CF children,

otentially owing to degradation of LTA 4 H by neutrophil elastase,

nd thus it is feasible that any potential adverse effects of Acebilu-

tat in inhibiting PGP degradation by LTA 4 H would be negligible in

F. 

Whilst IL-8 concentrations were also significantly elevated in

lder children with CF relative to newborn children with CF and

on-CF controls, the separation in IL-8 levels between these pa-

ient groups was not as clearly defined or absolute as observed

ith PGP. This highlights the potential of PGP as a biomarker, su-

erior to other neutrophil surrogate markers, for CF lung disease

rogression. Clearly, there are challenges with utilization of LC-

S/MS for biomarker assessment, including the high initial cost of

he equipment, the high complexity of the instrumentation’s oper-

tion and maintenance and the relatively low sample throughput.

onetheless, LC-MS/MS has now become a widespread technology

nd routine analysis within clinical laboratories, and it is realistic

o consider use of PGP as a biomarker for evaluation of CF disease

rogression. 

There are some inevitable limitations associated with this study.

he number of newborn children within the RSISP-CF group is

elatively small, whilst the CC-CF group encompassed a relatively

iverse range of clinical situations combining any patients older

han 4 months who were having a bronchoscopy because of clin-

cal deterioration. An associated potential caveat to these findings

s that patients within the older CC-CF group were unstable and

ronchoscopy was performed due to clinical concern, thus poten-

ially limiting comparison to stable CF patients. This is an un-

voidable limitation of our study given that routine surveillance
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ronchoscopy beyond 4 months of age has not been part of CF care

t our centre. The variability of PGP with change in clinical stabil-

ty in older children with CF is therefore an important question

hat requires further exploration. It is also feasible that medica-

ions differentially prescribed to patients could impact on the PGP

athway. Previous studies in the context of COPD have suggested

hat treatment of patients with macrolides [ 42 ] or Roflumilast [ 43 ]

an reduce sputum PGP levels, particularly with increased dura-

ion of therapy. A proportion of the CC-CF children included in our

tudy had received azithromycin, however this had no significant

mpact on PGP levels in the BAL fluid. Finally, our analysis has fo-

used upon host-derived enzymes central to the PGP pathway, but

t is feasible that bacteria express related enzymes with primitive

GP-generating or –degrading activities. Whilst beyond the scope

f this study, it would be interesting in future to ascertain whether

ny bacterial species prevalent within the CF lung produce en-

ymes with the capacity to generate or degrade PGP and conse-

uently the physiological relevance of these putative enzymes in

efining protection and pathology. 

PGP and its acetylated variant, AcPGP, have been reported in

dult CF patients at baseline and during exacerbations, with levels

f the peptides depreciating with inpatient therapy [ 3 ]. We didn’t

bserve a significant relationship between PGP concentration and

 predicted FEV 1 in the year following bronchoscopy, or between

GP and rate of decline in FEV 1 in the 5 years following bron-

hoscopy, in the patients for whom this measurement was avail-

ble. The group is likely underpowered for analyses of this highly

ariable outcome measure, and also included children of variable

ges, who may not be directly comparable. Furthermore, assess-

ent of FEV 1 was not close enough to the bronchoscopy to reflect

cute changes in lung function. A final limitation is that at our cen-

re, an annual assessment is not cancelled if the patient is clinically

nwell, so values may not reflect their optimal clinical status. Un-

ortunately, the use of Lung Clearance Index was not part of rou-

ine clinical assessment at the time when the majority of these

atient samples were collected, and so this data isn’t available. It

as surprising, given the abundance of AcPGP previously reported

n adult CF patients [ 3 ], that none was present in CF children. Re-

ctive aldehydes, such as acrolein, can acetylate PGP to generate

cPGP [ 5 ]. Acrolein can be generated during severe inflammation

 44 , 45 ] and one could rationalize that with increasing age and re-

urrent and persistent inflammation in the CF lung, acrolein could

ccumulate and exacerbate inflammation via conversion of PGP to

cPGP. 

. Conclusions 

In conclusion, this study has demonstrated that PGP accumu-

ates in the CF lung during early life, as a consequence of a strik-

ng imbalance between PGP-generating (MMP-9 and PE) and –

egrading (LTA 4 H) enzymes; with the latter being targeted for pro-

eolytic degradation in the CF lung. We speculate that infectious

nsult is a key event by augmenting PGP generation in a context

here it cannot be efficiently degraded, and in so doing elicit a

elf-sustaining vicious cycle of inflammation. The accumulated PGP

an subsequently promote persistent airway neutrophilia and pro-

ease imbalance that are characteristic features of CF. 
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